Unchain Yo

Charging all your batteries twice as fast, anywhere.

ABC Advanced Battery Charger
Tired of lugging around a “portable” battery charger that is anything but portable? Unchain yourself from the AC outlet with the Protonex ABC, the lightweight charger that goes with you and uses any power source. Military and civilian vehicles? Check. Solar? No problem. Worldwide AC? That too. And it’s fast: twice as fast as that beast you’re using now. Uses half the energy (and fuel) too.

Protonex®
ABC Advanced Battery Charger

BENEFITS
• Use worldwide AC, civilian or military vehicle, solar, or dirty generator power seamlessly.
• Carry it anywhere: Compact and rugged yet lightweight.
• Charge up to 8 BB-2590 batteries at once – set and forget
• Twice as fast as other common chargers.
• Twice as efficient as other chargers: Uses half the fuel when powered by generator.
• Full status via both indicator lights and graphical display.
• Waterproof (when closed).

CAPABILITIES
• Four universal battery bays accept modules for all common military and civilian batteries. Mix and match modules in any combination.
• Four USB power ports charge cameras and other small devices.
• Vehicle “battery save” mode assures charger will not fully deplete a vehicle battery being used as power source.
• Universal power input detects AC power brick (included), vehicle, solar, or GenSet and adjusts automatically.

SPECIFICATIONS CHART

| BATTERY BAYS: | 4 UNIVERSAL |
| INPUT: | 0-55VDC AT 20A |
| EFFICIENCY: | 92% |
| DIMENSIONS: | 19.78” X 15.77” X 7.41” |
| WEIGHT: | 18LBS. |
| OPERATING TEMPERATURE: | -20° TO 55° C |
| USB POWER: | 4 PORTS, UP TO 5A (COMPATIBLE WITH IPAD AND OTHER LARGE DEVICES) |
| BATTERIES CHARGED: | UP TO 8 BB-2590, BB-390, ETC. UP TO 8 PRC-148/152. UP TO 32 AA. |

BATTERY COMPATIBILITY

Find out more at www.protonex.com/products/ABC